HEAVY DUTY FESTOOING FOR MOBILE MACHINERY

POWERMITE
THE PROFESSIONALS

C-RAIL TRACK CABLE FESTOON SYSTEM No. 250
HEAVY DUTY

SUITABLE FOR ROUND AND FLAT CABLES, HOSES, CURTAINS AND OTHER APPROPRIATE MATTER
Our Parts Display above consists of:
1. C-Rail, galvanised  
2. Suspension clamp, galvanised  
3. FL-End clamp, coated  
4. Towing rope  
5. FL-Cable carrier, coated  
6. Flat cable TPLF/TF to suit spec.  
7. FL-Master carrier, coated  
8. Flat cable gland to suit item 6  
9. Mobile box to suit FL & RD cable  
10. Rail joint, galvanised  

No. 240 – Stock No. P8050  
No. 242 – Stock No. P8052  
No. 252 – Stock No. P8055  
No. 250 – Stock No. P8053  
No. 251 – Stock No. P8054  
No. 152 – Stock No. P6627  
No. 241 – Stock No. P8051

N.B. Cable Carrier No. 250 can carry 30 kg of load – parking space equals 160 mm x no. of carriers – approx.

As this Festooning is used in a variety of applications and environments, which require special designs and particular material, please let us attend to your special needs.

No part of this publication may be reproduced or utilised in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or in any information storage or retrieval system, without permission in writing from the publisher.
STEM 240/250 AT ITS BEST

Our Parts Display above consists of:

11. * Pendant Pushbutton cable
12. POWERMITE Pushbuttonstation
13. Round cable glands to suit Item 14
15. RD-Master carrier, w/o cable clip, coated
16. RD-Cable carrier, w/o cable clip, coated
17. RD-End clamp, w/o cable clip, coated
18. Endstop, galv. – prevents carriers derailing
19. Junction box, painted

* Please refer to POWERMITE Cable Catalogue!

To suit pushbutton requirements
To suit specifications
In required quantities
In required lengths

No. 247/00 – Stock No. P8060
No. 246/00 – Stock No. P8059
No. 248/00 – Stock No. P8061
No. 73 – Stock No. P6564
No. 150 – Stock No. P6572

The travel speed of system V = 100 m/min – Item 1 C-Rail length 5 m – Item 2 Suspension clamp spacing 2 m

POWERMITE has developed additional suitable parts within the No. 240/250 System which cannot all be shown in this publication. Inquiries to satisfy your demands!

No mechanical, incl. photocopy and microfilm, without the written permission of the publisher.
Some of the latest advertising on energy supply products

**LIFT, PENDANT AND BATTERY-CHARGING CABLES and more**

Ask for our comprehensive cable catalogue!

**POWERMITE**

Powermite Africa (Pty) Ltd
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Tel: (011) 760-1919
Fax: (011) 760-3099
E-mail: powermite.jhb@global.co.za
Website: http://www.powermite.co.za

**FESTOON SYSTEMS FOR ALL PURPOSES**

• Cable carriers can support suitable hoses for gas and liquids, cables in flat and round shape.
• Cable carriers are available for:
  - RSJ BEAMS – FLAT BAR
  - DIAMOND TRACK
  - ROPE – C-RAIL
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**AUTOMATIC WINDING CABLE REELING DRUMS**

ELECTRIC – SPRING – HYDRAULIC – MAGNETIC

MADE IN OUR FACTORY... TO SUIT YOUR DESIGN REQUIREMENTS!
EXPERT RECONDITIONING AVAILABLE!
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**ENERGY DRAG CHAIN TO CONVEY ENERGY**

as ELECTRICITY as LIQUID as GAS
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